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Summary

1. Reanalysis datasets differ on wind trends in the region 

2. Projections suggest a decreasing wind speed climatology over 
most of the region as a result of a warming climate, with some 
exceptions. The percentage changes are similar to those 
reported in literature for Europe. 

3. Western interior of the region shows an increasing wind speed 
climatology, perhaps a function of the hotter desert-cold sea 
thermal gradient  

4. West coast seems to buck the trend of windier eastern 
boundary currents (implications for biology and wind energy) 

5. Different models show different magnitudes of change



Some conclusions and closing thoughts

1. Many (most) wind studies with information in this region 
have used global scale models…problematic. 

Need high resolution  
datasets to resolve 

this



Global Climate Model resolution
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The regional climate model.... about scale...



1. Many (most) wind studies with information in this region 
have used global scale models…problematic. 

2. But this also opens up opportunities… 
• What differences exist between the global and regional 

models? 
• Can we have a closer look at the west coast? 
• Weakening wind speeds over the northern parts of the 

country? 
• This study used monthly scale data, what about daily 

and sub daily scale phenomena? 

3. Use more than one model or dataset when looking at the 
past and also into the future 

Some conclusions and closing thoughts




